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M artistic practice is informed  m interest in language creation and the application of meaning. In m paintings I
emplo a graphic, hard-edged stle and a restrained color palette, using simple, recognizale et relativel neutral
shapes. From afar, the effect is flat and clean ut closer examination reveals a surface that is not so much flat as it is
filled in with visile rush marks and slight variations in color. The images function as signs in which the interaction of
form and color produce visual relationships that seem to project specificit while remaining amiguous enough to
allow interpretation and inquir.
Amiguit of meaning in an image that otherwise indicates it can e easil understood poses a question for the viewer.
How does one solve the image? The drive to conquer an image through definition is perplexing to me. Rather than
provide solutions I prefer to complicate or compound potential readings through the associations that ma e created
etween works.
When selecting work for exhiition, I focus on the formal qualities as well as the question that each piece poses. While
each work has its own possile answers, these can e manipulated further through curatorial choices. To this end I
create pairs or groups, forcing direct associations etween some works, while others I install alone. I emplo found text
and images as well as ojects in order to estalish potential lines of inquir. The result is an arrangement that evokes
language ecause it appears to emplo a sstem that might e mastered and understood, et is alwas shifting just
out of reach.
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Installation view,  NVY at Nichelle eauchene, 2016

Q&A with Alice Tippit
by Kaveri Raina and Jenn Smith
Hi Alice! We are curious aout how ou got started. How did ou ecome interested in eing an artist? Could ou
give an introduction to our practice please?

M preschool activit was art classes at the Nelson Museum of Art in Kansas Cit. I kept with it until aout half wa
through high school and then stopped taking art classes ecause I did not like the teachers. Following that there was a
period of time lasting until aout the third ear of m first sta at college during which I did not engage much with art.
Regarding that period, even though art was something that I had alwas done, I don’t think I thought I could e an
artist. I was not encouraged in that direction. Once I returned to art making the idea of returning to school for art came
aout naturall, although it took me a while to get around to it. While finishing m undergraduate degree I ecame
more interested in art with language as a asic element. Over a period of ears I egan to move awa from work that
emploed text to where I am toda, an image ased practice that is strongl rooted in language.
How is Chicago treating ou as an artist? Are ou satisfied? Is Chicago the ideal cit for ou?

Chicago is fine. No place is ideal, and I don’t reall worr aout it not eing good enough. It’s a good place to live and
make work, and one cannot sa the same for other large cities with more virant art communities. I do wish there was
more art press for Chicago, ecause there is a lot going on here.
Can ou talk aout our thinking process? What is the importance of having signs and signifiers in our paintings?
The are amiguous et telling; the seem to e holding ack, or veiling and et sometimes revealing.

I intentionall create images that use all the tools of signs: clarit of appearance, simplified forms, old use of color. At
the same time I work in degrees of amiguit through various pictorial means. As I develop an image I tr to think
aout the associations that could e made from the form itself, the color, and other relationships within the image. I
think aout whether I want those associations or not, and then work towards that oscillation ou hit upon in our
question. Painting itself also has a set of conventions that I keep in mind as I work through an image.
Where would ou situate our work and is there a specific framework that ou identif with or concepts that ou’re
tring to examine?

Hmmm. I don’t think aout where m work sits ver often, ut if pressed I sa that it has an affinit with languageased work. Frameworks interest me so far as the can e manipulated. I can definitel sa that I am against
aoutness. I tr to tread lightl ecause in the end it is the viewer who makes the meaning, not me. Not surprising, ut
figures of speech such as metaphor and man other conventions of poetr are important concepts that I keep close .
Do ou feel that the strength of work comes when the pieces are in proximit to each other like in exhiition or as
a whole? Or can each oject stand on its own?
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I like for oth possiilities to e availale to me with an given work. It’s all in the arrangement. A kind of rhthm or
dialogue is created etween works, and certain ones might want more space to themselves given what else is
happening in the exhiition.
We saw images of our solo show currentl on view at Nicelle eauchene, ver intriguing. Congratulations on the
New York Times and Artforum reviews! How does it feel to show in New York vs. Chicago?

We come ack around to press. howing in Chicago is not different to me in an essential wa except that the
communit here is smaller. I realize not ever New York show gets reviewed in two major pulications, and know that I
am luck. till, if the show had een here I dout it would have een reviewed at all. Not to sa that we don’t have
great writers in Chicago working to cover what is happening here, ecause we do, we just don’t have enough!
We are curious aout our title selections. The title for our show at Nicelle eauchene is ss nv. Could ou talk
aout how ou select titles? The are so captivating.

Titling is ver important to me. A good title adds to the work without defining it. election is a process in which I think
aout an individual work, the associations that can e made, and then make lists of words that work with those
associations, ut are not necessaril related. For instance it might e a word that rhmes with or has a similar structure
to a word that is more directl related to a concept the image invokes. I like words that have more than one definition,
the more divergent the definition the etter. For the most part I stick to one word titles. When ou add other words it
start to get specific, which is not desirale for the work.
What has een said/written aout our work that surprised ou? Or, what's the difference etween how ou see
our work and how other see it?

I am most often surprised  the associations people come up with for a work. Usuall I tr to think through all the
asic ones, those that might e shared at large within culture, ut I can’t account for the experience of an individual
that results in an oddall interpretation of the image. I allow for this. As long as it is not an association I tried to
eliminate I tr not to get hung up on it. After all, the work is supposed to allow for flexiilit in interpretation.
As far as the difference etween how I see it/others see it, there are alwas going to e some who won’t allow for that
flexiilit. This faction will attempt to solve what the see as a puzzle, and then move on. Others treat them as facile
signs and do not linger ver long over them. I don’t consider either of these issues this a failure on m part. I don’t want
to please everod.
What is our routine in the studio? Do ou feel like it is necessar to get into a particular headspace when in the
studio? If so, how do ou get there?

I have magical headspace time and making time, and in general the are two separate activities. For the former, it’s
practicall meditative, and involves a lot of drawing. As for the latter, the activit of painting for me is a lot like coloring
is for a child who has learned to sta inside the lines. The image is alread developed, and transferred to the canvas.
From there it’s a matter of finessing it to a point of doneness.
Have ou ever had an experience looking at a painting (or other work of art) that ou would descrie as
supernatural, spiritual, profound, paranormal, strange, or uncann?

Profound feelings occur often enough that I can’t recall anthing in particular. The closest I have come to a spiritual
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experience is while viewing Michaelangelo’s Pieta, appropriatel enough (or cliché, as ou might have it). It is rare to
see sorrow so exquisitel portraed. Uncann happens, oviousl, ut the others, no.
You received our MFA in Painting and Drawing from chool of the Art Institute of Chicago. Did graduate school
change our life? What do ou know now that ou didn't know then? An particular advisors that reall influenced
ou?

Yes and no. I came into graduate school with a lot of m ideas and work prett well defined, ut I felt I needed
additional insight to expand m thinking. All of those individual meetings with facult helped me to understand a lot of
concepts in painting that I had ignored previousl, like figure-ground relationships. Hearing how the saw the images
as painters was super helpful. The advisors with the iggest influence on m work in general are from m
undergraduate das, cott Reeder and Galen Gerer. All of m advisors from graduate school were great as well, ut
arara Rossi reall took the time to help me understand how manipulation of form and color can complicate the
reading of an image.
What are some artists ou are influenced  currentl, and some that ou keep going ack to?

More so in the past few ears I look at a lot of work  other artists without a lot of focus on anone in particular. On
occasion I am compelled to take a closer look at a particular artist. Recentl some Tom Wesselmann catalogs passed
through m hands at the lirar and flipping through them thought, “Wh have I not looked at his work more?” o there
was a Wesselmania moment. An artist whose practice I admire is arara loom. Magritte though, is m all-time
favorite numer one artist to return to. The sense of mster in his images is the qualit I most aspire to in m own.
And his titles are amazing.
(Jenn and Alice met while working at the AIC lirar.)
Do ou still work at a lirar? How has eing around liraries affected our work, if at all?

I still work at a lirar. It has affected m work, mostl in that a lot of material passes through m hands that I never
would have seen otherwise. Fundamental to liraries is organization  suject, ut one can activel have a random
experience with information that is not reall possile with the internet. I can head into the lirar stacks and move
from one section to another without eing directed from an outside source. I often head into the large section of a
particular suject, ecause this is where the ooks with images will e, and pick ooks off the shelf to flip through. I
particularl enjo old color photograph. The printing process at the time was imperfect enough to ield some
interesting effects.
What do ou listen to in the studio? Is this an important part of our practice?

Not reall. Much of the time I listen to nothing at all. If anthing is on it is usuall NPR.
Do ou have an suggestions for up and coming artists?

Oh gosh! M est advice is to hew closel to ourself, and tr not to worr aout what others are doing, or receiving
attention for doing, or whether ou are getting enough attention. These are mind killers. The est conversation ou
can have is with ourself. Aove all don’t forget to feed our intellect.
An upcoming shows ou will e in?

I have a show at PRINTtXT in Indianapolis. It’s part of a series of shows with the overarching title ntax eason,
featuring artists who work with language.
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Thank ou so much for letting us ask ou questions and also having us over for a studio visit!

To find out more aout Rema and her work, check out her wesite.
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